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There are scarcely any American idioms or words

which are not of British origin, some obsolete, others

provincial. When the lexicographer, Noah Webster,

whom I saw at New Haven, was asked how many

new words he had coined, he replied one only
C to de

moralize," and that not for his dictionary, but long be

fore, in a pamphlet published in the last century.

The nomenclature of the places passed through in

our short excursion of one month was strange enough.

We had been at Syracuse, Utica, Rome, and Parma,

had gone from Buffalo to Batavia, and on the same

day breakfasted at St. Helena, and dined at Elba. We

collected fossils at Moscow, and travelled by Painted

Post and Big Flats to Ilavanna. After returning by

Auburn to Albany, I was taken to Troy, a city of

20,000 inhabitants, that I might see a curious landslip

which had just happened on Mount Olympus, the

western side of that hill, together with a contiguous

portion of Mount Ida, having slid down into the Hud

son, and caused the death of several persons. Fortu

nately, some few of the Indian names, such as Mohawk,

Ontario, Oneida, Canandaigua, and Niagara, are re

tained. Although legislative interference in behalf of

good taste would not be justifiable, Congress might in

terpose for the sake of the post-office, and prevent the

future multiplication of the same names for
"
villages,

cities, counties, and townships. That more than a

hundred places should be called Washington is an in

tolerable nuisance. An Englishman, it is true, cannot

complain, for we follow the same system in our colonies;

and it is high time that the postmaster-general brought

in a bill for prohibiting 'new streets in London from re

ceiving names already appropriated and repeatedfifty
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